
The Molecular Tree of Life Changes How
We See, Teach Microbial Diversity
In using terms such as procaryote in explaining evolutionary history or
how life is organized, our textbooks and vocabularies are badly outdated

Norman R. Pace

W
hile our understanding of the di-
versity and evolution of micro-
bial life is advancing rapidly, our
textbooks are not incorporating
new information or concepts at

nearly the same pace. One important conse-
quence is that textbook explanations of life’s
organization and evolutionary history are badly
outdated. In particular, textbooks fail to recog-
nize that the procaryote concept is wrong in
light of what recent biology teaches us and, thus,
is conceptually misleading. Put simply, the con-
cept of procaryote is obsolete.

Toward a Tree of Life

The possibility of relating all organisms has long
intrigued biologists. During the mid-19th cen-
tury, for example, Charles Darwin, Ernst Hae-

ckel, and others compiled elaborate evolution-
ary trees based on life such as they knew it.
However, because they depicted relationships
among species based on morphological and de-
velopmental properties, they could not include
microbial life in any meaningful way. With such
criteria, how can a plant be meaningfully com-
pared to an animal or a bacterium?

In general, microbes did not fit into early
thought on biological diversity. Little was
known about such organisms, and there was no
objective way to relate them to one another, let
alone to complex eucaryotes. The few physio-
logical properties that have been and still are
used to identify microbes provided little and
often misleading information with which to de-
duce relationships.

Those problems were set aside during the
1960s and 1970s with the development of tech-

nology for determining gene sequences. In
contrast to physiological properties, gene
sequences provide an objective metric for
evolutionary diversity: the extent of se-
quence difference between orthologous
genes in different organisms is a measure of
evolutionary distance. Consequently, com-
parisons of sequences can be used to mea-
sure evolutionary relatedness and to con-
struct phylogenetic trees.

Carl Woese, in the early 1970s, pre-
sciently chose to focus on small-subunit
rRNA sequences to compare and relate di-
verse organisms. Ribosomal RNA se-
quences are ubiquitous and highly con-
served, and have become the standard for
many comparative phylogenetic studies.
Moreover, the technology available to
Woese was amenable to comparing rRNA

Summary

• Comparisons of gene sequences provide an ob-
jective view of evolutionary relationships and
the course of evolution, in the context of a
molecular tree of life.

• Culture-independent, sequence-based identifica-
tions of microbes in the environment are dra-
matically expanding our knowledge of micro-
bial diversity.

• The results of environmental surveys affirm the
three-domain model for phylogenetic organiza-
tion and the course of evolution.

• Experimental results represented by the molec-
ular tree render the concept of “procaryote”
obsolete, making it a misleading term, particu-
larly when used in teaching.
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sequences by compiling catalogs of oligonucleo-
tides that were released when nucleases were
used to digest 32P-labeled rRNA molecules.
Early results provided the first outlines of rela-
tionships among bacteria and led in 1977 to the
discovery of “archaebacteria,” which in 1990
were renamed archaea to emphasize that they
are fundamentally different from bacteria.
Moreover, when analyzed in this way, organ-
isms fall into three distinct relatedness groups:
Archaea, Bacteria, and Eucarya (eucaryotes).

This molecular description of diversity is
based on gene sequence comparisons, not prop-
erties of particular organisms. Not all gene se-
quences have tracked with the rRNA sequences
in overall evolution. Lateral transfers of genes
from one genetic environment to another—a
significant driver of evolution—likely account
for many of these irregularities. The rRNA
genes, however, apparently did not undergo lat-
eral transfers. Moreover, other widely con-
served genes of the nucleic acids-based informa-
tion processing system also track with the rRNA
tree. Consequently, the rRNA-based tree repre-
sents the evolutionary flow of the genetic ma-
chinery, the essence of cells. Thus, large-scale
molecular trees should not be viewed as organ-
ismic trees, but as the more abstract “lines of
descent” of the genetic machinery. Although we
may think of dinosaurs as extinct, the line of
descent from which dinosaurs emerged is alive
today in the form of birds.

Into the Natural Microbial World

Well more than 99% of microbes from the en-
vironment do not thrive in culture and, histori-
cally, remained uncharacterized. However, by
using molecular cloning and gene sequences to
identify microbes, it is now possible to bypass
traditional, but often impossible, requirements
to study microorganisms in pure cultures. Mi-
crobiologists now are exploring the makeup of
the natural microbial world, and their results
continue to expand dramatically the known ex-
tent of microbial diversity.

With molecular technology, rRNA genes are
cloned from environmental specimens contain-
ing DNA and then sequenced; information
about those sequences is used to relate the or-
ganisms from particular environments to others
whose sequences are known. Some properties of
organisms identified solely through rRNA se-

quence analysis can be predicted, depending on
how closely they are related to organisms with
characterized properties. The presumption here
is that the representatives of a phylogenetic
group are expected to share many traits. Even if
the environmental organisms are not closely re-
lated to known ones, however, the rRNA se-
quences are specific identifiers and provide a
basis for the design of tools, such as PCR prim-
ers and hybridization probes, with which to
study organisms of interest.

The numbers of environmental rRNA se-
quences in databases now substantially exceed
those from cultured organisms, and encompass
far more diversity. The basic foundation of the
three-domain tree, comprised of Archaea, Bac-
teria, and Eucarya, has remained solid, while
each domain continues to expand in phyloge-
netic diversity (Fig. 1).

The Molecular Tree of Life

Continues To Expand

A profound lesson from molecular phylogenet-
ics is that all known cellular life is related and
has a common origin. The location of the “root”
of the universal tree of life, the last universal com-
mon ancestral state, cannot be inferred solely
from rRNA data. However, other phylogenetic
results, as well as biochemical correlates, put the
root of the molecular tree on the bacterial line
(“origin” in Figure 1). This bacterial origin means
that the eucaryal and archaeal lines separated
from one another after they separated from the
bacterial line. Eucaryotes and archaea thus are
more closely related to one another than either is
to bacteria, and they are expected to share fun-
damental properties not found in bacteria.

Many biochemical correlates support this phy-
logenetic interpretation. For instance, whereas
bacteria use sigma factors to control transcrip-
tion initiation, both archaea and eucaryotes use
a different mechanism, TATA-binding proteins.
As another example, bacteria wrap their DNA
in a variety of basic proteins, while eucaryotes
and archaea both use histones.

The details of the major radiations in the
domains cannot be resolved with current data
and are interpreted in Fig. 1 as unresolved star
radiations, or polytomies. Recent molecular
analyses of environmental organisms greatly in-
fluence the extent of diversity now depicted in
the universal tree. Among the bacteria, only 12
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phyla (the main relatedness groups of
bacteria, sometimes called divisions)
were identified in 1987, and all had
representative cultured organisms.
Now more than 70 phylum-level bacte-
rial lines are known, but only about 20
have representatives that have been cul-
tured. Only seven of the cultured phyla,
those that contain human pathogens,
have significant representation through
culture studies.

Archaeal phylogeny also proves much
more complex than originally thought, as
environmental sequences have swamped
those from the few cultured versions of
these organisms. The molecular observa-
tions contradict some previous notions.
For instance, based on limited culture
studies, the crenarchaeota (Fig. 1) com-
monly are portrayed as extreme thermo-
philes. Yet, in the light of environmental
sequences, the cultured, thermophilic cre-
narchaeotes are only one line among
many other low-temperature organisms
that occur globally. Although these envi-
ronmental crenarchaeota are among the
most abundant kinds of organisms on
Earth, their roles in the global ecosystem
remain obscure.

Less Known about the Eucaryal

Branch of the Tree and about

Broader Concepts

The large-scale structure of the eucary-
otic tree based on rRNA sequences is still un-
clear. The molecular results confirm that the
major organelles, mitochondria and chloro-
plasts, are bacterial in origin. However, most
eucaryal rRNA sequences available for compar-
ison derive from a relatively limited diversity of
organisms (metazoa, metaphyta, fungi), and the
detail of phylogenetic trees can be distorted by
uneven representation of sequences used in con-
structing such trees.

The topology for eucaryotes (Fig. 1) emerged
from the first broad-range eucaryal rRNA se-
quence comparisons made by Mitchell Sogin of
the Marine Biological Laboratory at Woods
Hole, Mass., and his collaborators. Environ-
mental sequences bolster that result through
discovery of additional, deeply divergent, king-

dom-level groups, increasing the resolution of
phylogenetic calculations.

Regardless of detail, the rRNA perspective
indicates that the nuclear line of descent is as old
as the archaeal line, meaning that eucaryotes
were around since the beginning. Whether the
earliest representatives of the eucaryotic line had
nuclear membranes becomes moot in the face of
the genetic relationships established by DNA
sequences. From the rRNA perspective, the gen-
eral path of eucaryotic evolution seems to have
been a basal radiation, one line of which re-
sulted in subsequent radiation(s). One of those
lines gave rise to the “crown radiation” of lin-
eages that are most familiar and which include
animals, plants, fungi, stamenopiles, and alveo-
lates.

F I G U R E 1

Molecular tree of life based on rRNA sequence comparisons. The diagram compiles the
results of many rRNA sequence comparisons. Only a few known lines of descent are
shown. The lineages TM7, OP11, WS6, BRC1, BOL3 and BAC1 (and many not shown)
are known only from environmental sequences. Shaded zones represent areas in the
diagram in which branching orders are not resolved.
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Researchers continue to identy thousands of
new species of microbial life from all three do-
mains, indicating that we are barely scratching
the surface of an enormous extent of biological
diversity throughout the environment. The
emerging field of metagenomics, which involves
determining and interpreting natural commu-
nity DNA sequences, will play a central role as
we learn more about how the microbial world
influences the biosphere.

The molecular tree of life provides an objec-
tive measure of evolutionary relationships.
While scientists continue to refine the molecu-
lar tree, the essence of the three-domain model
for phylogenetic organization and evolution
is established (Fig. 2A). Fundamentally, there
are three phylogenetic kinds of organisms, rep-
resentative of the three primary domains. More-
over, none of those primary domains is derived
from another. These experimental observations
represented by the molecular tree are at sharp
odds with the notion of procaryote and euca-
ryote that currently dominates education in
biology. The molecular tree shows that the
procaryote-eucaryote model for biological orga-

nization and evolution is both wrong
and misleading.

Procaryote Is An Unfortunate

Name and Concept

The term “procaryote” was popular-
ized in the 1960s by Roger Stanier, Mi-
chael Douderoff, and Edward Adel-
berg, in the 2nd edition of their widely
used text, The Microbial World.
Coined for taxonomic purposes and
not meant to carry evolutionary impli-
cations, this amalgam that combines
“pro” (before) with “karyon” (Greek,
for nucleus), inevitably invokes an evo-
lutionary model. To many biologists of
that period, “procaryote” was not
much more than a name change from
“monera” at the base of Haeckel’s
19th-century trees and a category for
organisms that were little understood.
Indeed, some texts freely interchange
“monera” and “procaryotes.”

However, the textbook definition of
“procaryote,” as an organism without
a nucleus, more properly without a nu-
clear membrane, is negative, and there-

fore not a sound basis for classifying organisms.
No one can say what truly is a “procaryote,”
only what is not. Consequently, the term “pro-
caryote” attracts different and confusing usages.
In one context, it includes extant bacteria and
archaea because they are organisms without nu-
clear membranes. In another context, “pro-
caryote” refers to some long-gone ancestor of
eucaryotes. Merging these two notions intellec-
tually muddles the procaryote-eucaryote model
for phylogenetic organization with evolutionary
theory and thus misleads our students.

New editions of many textbooks incorporate
the three-domain molecular tree to varying ex-
tents, although generally only in the context of
comparing it to other systems for classifying
organisms such as the “five-kingdom” or “six-
kingdom systems.” Further, textbooks generally
fail to convey a key lesson underlying the three-
domain molecular tree—namely, that none of
the three rRNA sequence-defined domains
emerged from another. Instead, textbooks gen-
erally fall back on outmoded notions of cellular
evolution, showing “procaryotes” giving rise to
eucaryotes.

F I G U R E 2

Two models for phylogenetic organization and the course of evolution. The wedges
represent relatedness groups of organisms.
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In other ways, biological textbooks are slip-
pery in how they portray “procaryotes” in evo-
lution, and the literature is rife with speculation
about eucaryotes forming through various fu-
sions of bacteria and archaea. Based on personal
reviews of such textbooks and discussions with
educators and students, I venture that a typical
student of biology emerges from his or her uni-
versity with the notions of biological relation-
ships and evolution depicted in Fig. 2B. These
include (i) all eucaryotes are specifically related;
(ii) all procaryotes are specifically related; and
(iii) eucaryotes evolved from procaryotes. These
nprecepts now can and should be weighed in the
light of the three-domain molecular tree (Fig.
2A), which emanates from experimental data
and is not simply a free-standing hypothesis.
Thus, the first of these precepts is correct in that
all eucaryotes fall into the domain Eucarya,
which is the relatedness group determined by
sequence comparisons.

However, the second precept about relation-
ships among procaryotes proves false. Indeed,
the molecular tree shows there are two funda-
mentally distinct kinds of noneucaryotes, bacte-
ria and archaea. Moreover, the group of archaea
is more closely related to eucaryotes than is the
other group, consisting of bacteria.

Finally, the third precept claiming that euca-
ryotes originate from procaryotes is also false.
The molecular tree shows that the eukaryotic
nuclear line did not derive from either bacteria
or archaea (Fig. 2).

Although biologists earlier embraced the pro-
caryote-eucaryote model as a large-scale means
for managing phylogenetic organization and for
depicting evolutionary relatedness, that model
has proved to be incorrect. Yet, following a
half-century of steady usage, the term “pro-
caryote” permeates our journals, texts, and lan-
guage at all levels. However, language choices
for expressing science are critical because we
conceptualize that science through language.
We must teach—and understand—biology
through use of accurate terminology. Continued
use of the term “procaryote” perpetuates incor-
rect concepts about phylogenetic organization
and evolution, the very foundations of biologi-

cal thought. “Procaryote” has no place in mod-
ern scientific discourse.

What To Do about It?

Microbiologists need to take the lead in remov-
ing procaryote and similar terminology from
textbooks and the lexicon of biology. Because
microbiologists are closest to the problem, their
leadership is needed to rectify misconceptions
that this terminology helps to perpetuate. Drop-
ping the term “procaryote” will be difficult for
microbiologists because of long conditioning.
However, those who are tempted to continue
using it risk saddling their students with miscon-
ceptions and muddied thinking about important
biological problems.

What other terms can be used? For microor-
ganisms in general, I usually use “microbe,”
which encompasses the poorly acknowledged
microbial eucaryotes. Beyond that, it often is
necessary to be more specific about the scientific
issues being described. For example, it is far
more illuminating to distinguish bacterial from
archaeal transcription than it is to lump them
into the single category of “prokaryotic tran-
scription.”

How can we handle this issue when use of the
term “procaryote” is pervasive in teaching and
research? In fact, the discordance between
emerging data and traditional thought on deep
evolution and relationships among organisms is
a wonderful example of how the science of
biology is itself an ongoing process. Bringing the
subject to the attention of students shows them
how new ideas based on emerging experimental
evidence can change the ways in which we un-
derstand natural processes.

Dealing with the procaryote-eucaryote issue
provides them with an example of how scientists
evaluate specific models and examine hypothe-
ses in the face of experimental data. Phyloge-
netic trees and maps of evolutionary relation-
ships are not so difficult to understand. They are
abstract, to be sure, but also can be readily
interpreted by students. The three-domain con-
cept poses many questions, but it also provides a
solid framework for progress toward answering
such questions.
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